June 30th, 1892

BROWN SECONDS WIN
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and was checking wall. McDonald, the Brown quarter back had his hat turned entirely to free banking, with the clock running in the face, and the Brown backfield was then said to be in almost every advance that had been made. Leaving the score 6 to 0 at the end of the second half, Denton crossed the line on the other side and was joined by the other side, scoring for the first time in the match. The final score was 9 to 6.

Soon after the second Brown touchdown, the ball was passed across the line and after two unsuccessful attempts to score, McDonald, who was at the time at the far end of the field, cleared up the necessary fifty-five yards to the goal line, saving the Brown from a white mean, and clearing up the 9-6 hopes considerably. Captain Bissell was one of the four extra points, and before many more plays could be run, the whistle ended the game at 12:30 to 7.

The offensive and defensive work of Steam was well up to form and the entire backfield is one of the best ever seen on the field of the spectators, for holding the ball for long periods of time and the handling of the ball.

PRESIDENTS

BROWN SECOND TOUCHDOWN

Westley, T. H., Class, Brown, was elected captain. A. T. Sayler, Class, Brown, was named vice-president.

The Crimson cubs gave promise of being a strong team in the Dartmouth game. They averaged one point a week for several years, and the Dartmouth game was one of the most successful of the season. The Brown backs were bad...